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Abstract. It is helpful to enhance traffic safety by driving information which is provided
by the roadside traffic signs. However, as the traffic sign information cannot be seen immediately while driving, drivers always ignore a lot of important driving information. To
solve this problem, an automatic traffic sign identification system which took road as an
example was proposed. The system has been developed with image recognition technology
and can provide the identification result of related driving information to drivers. The
system proposed in this study was divided into two parts. Firstly, through the brightness
of the image, the possible traffic sign image and its position could be quickly detected with
the classifier trained by Haar Cascade in Haar-like with AdaBoost method. Secondly, the
detected images could be classified by the convolutional neural network (CNN) classifier
designed with GoogLeNet Network Architecture in TensorFlow library and Python program language. To speed up the recognition process and the correctness of recognition
result, a method was proposed in this study to avoid analyzing those areas without traffic
signs. In the method, the collected road videos were divided into 12 regions to find out
the non-traffic sign areas. After carrying out this method, the recognition speed has been
improved 11.24 frame/sec from to 12.04 frame/sec. Besides, the precision of the system
can be improved from 80.97
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1. Introduction. Road traffic sign detection and recognition are the important and popular modules in the driving assistant systems, and also can be used as the navigation
system for the blind. Drivers and the blind can predict the road situation ahead by analyzing the detected and recognized results and avoid dangers. There are many methods
to conduct the image recognition, no matter through hardware to software.
In hardware, Bekircan Yavas et al. [1] had proposed that through OpenCV training
to do the red circular outline detection and text recognition for speed limit traffic signs.
The training result was placed in RFID, and the portable RFID devices were integrated
into road traffic signs. On the label, the vehicle was able to identify road traffic signs
as long as it had an RFID reader installed. 1 As for software, Hengliang Luo et al. [2]
had proposed a road traffic sign identification system. The system can be divided into
three phases. It was to extract the ROI (Regions of Interest) from the image, and then to
filter out the non-traffic ROIs. Finally, the remaining ROIs were classified. The method
of using multi-task convolutional neural networks was proposed in the classification of
modified ROIs. The classification was mainly divided into two decision layers, namely,
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the binary classification layers, which were used to distinguish between background and
road traffic signs very quickly, while the other was a multi-category traffic classification
layer, which would use the ROI of the binary classification layer to perform more in-depth
feature comparisons to obtain the road traffic sign classification results.
There are many ways to identify images. For example, Haar-like Cascade [3], [4], [5]
is superior in fast image feature computing and has high stability against anti-noises and
brightness changes, but the disadvantage is that the error rate for detected images is
relatively high. With the aid of this algorithm, the target objects can be obtained quickly
from the video frames. In the past decade, the convolution neural networks (CNNs)[6]
became a popular method for the image recognition, and the image features could be
predicted and classified, but the disadvantage is the size of input image was fixed. To
increase the correctness of the road traffic sign detection, a method composed of Haarlike cascade and CNNs on road traffic sign detection has been proposed in this work.
The road traffic sign were detected by the Haar-like cascade only in the first method. In
the experiment, if video frame detected by this method, some incorrect results might be
detected. The second method is to implement the CNNs classification after the Haar-like
cascade. The incorrect detection will be fixed in the second method.

2. Motivation. In recent years, the complexity of driving routes has caused serious
injuries and deaths from traffic accidents. While driving, drivers must pay attention to
road conditions and also have to watch out for road traffic signs in the vicinity at the
same time. A traffic accident may occur because the message provided by the traffic
signal would usually be ignored by drivers. For example, nowadays, mobile phones are
very common in our daily life. People use them so often, no matter walking, parking,
or even driving. Therefore, pedestrians or drivers might easily overlook the message
from traffic signals in the surrounding environment, then the unexpected accident would
happen. The identification and application of road traffic signs have played an important
role in the driver assistance system. With a great improvement of the high-resolution
image equipment and the related technology of image processing, the development of
image vision in the application of the driver assistance systems has been promoted. In
the image processing, deep learning has flourished in recent years and combined with
the computer’s computing capabilities, so the image recognition by deep learning has
become easier, with good results and high accuracy. If the identification of traffic signals
by deep learning and combine it with the driver assistance system, the function of the
driver assistance system can be more complete. Through the analysis and identification
of images, drivers can receive correct traffic signal alerts by the system when the road
traffic signal is approaching. Drivers can be notified of the traffic situation beforehand.
Therefore, the system has proposed to provide drivers the information of road traffic
signs ahead through the analyzed road traffic sign images with image processing and deep
learning.

3. Road Traffic Sign Detection and Identification Methods. There are many
methods to detect objects. The main purpose is to find the regions of interest (ROI)
in the image. ROI is a block that represents a target in the image. For instance, if the
detection object is a road traffic sign, and the area in the image which includes road traffic
sign is called as ROI. There are many methods to detect the object position in the image,
for instance, selective search by hierarchical grouping, bounding box with non-maximum
suppression, Haar-like features with AdaBoost, etc.
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In recent years, deep learning has become the mainstream of image identification. Deep
learning is one of the machine learning. Its purpose is to learn data from multi-layers network and automatically obtain features that can represent data. The precision of classifiers
and time-consuming on identifying objects are often affected by its network architecture
and network depth. CNN is one of the common deep learning network architectures.
Through the convolutional layer and the pooling layer in the network architecture, the
relationship between the identification data is strengthened, and the image and voice
recognition would be well-achieved. The popular deep learning network architectures
include Alexnet[7], GoogLeNet[8][9], VGG16[10], YOLO[11], etc.
In order to reduce the search time for the entire image through CNN, a special design
is of using strong classifiers composed of multiple weak classifiers to find the target of
road traffic signals quickly. Then the road traffic sign identification module which based
on GoogLeNet[8] neural network architecture is used to classify the detected road traffic
sign, while eliminating some misjudgment. Each module will be described next.
3.1. Road Traffic Sign Detection. The Haar-like feature combined with Ada Boost
method is used for road traffic sign detection in this system and the training process
is shown as Figure 1. The classifier is trained through the Cascade Classifier Training
tool provided in the OpenCV library. Firstly, the positive and negative samples collected
by the sample retrieval tool will be normalized into specific size. Secondary, the positive
sample vector file is created through opencv createsample.exe in OpenCV library. And the
negative sample information is recorded into a file which contains the image file names and
file paths. Then the classifier is created through the training tool opencv traincascade.exe
in OpenCV library
3.2. Road Traffic Sign Identification. The road traffic sign identification is based on
the GoogLeNet[8] network architecture and trained on TensorFlow library with required
sample images. The training process is as Figure 2. Firstly, collect the positive and
negative sample images through the image capture software, and the necessary positive
images collected in classifier are pedestrians ahead, slow, steep descent, etc.; the negative
images collected in classifier are road, trees, building, etc. After the sample images were
collected, the collected positive samples would be divided into warning signs and prohibitive signs based on the nature and the outline. The classified method is shown as Figure
2. Different types of images are placed in different folders and named according to their
categories, such as pedestrians ahead, left reverse bend, and steep descent. After completion, the classifier training can be started. When the training is completed, there will
generate trained graph.pb and trained labels.txt two files. All of the parameters related
to the weights and features in the training are recorded in the trained graph.pb, while all
of the categories recorded during the training are in the trained labels.txt. In particular,
it is important to note that at least 100 samples of each category of training should be
sufficient to validate the training classifier.
4. System Design and Architecture. Since the system is designed to identify road
traffic signs in Taiwan, and there is no road traffic sign data base available publicly.
Collecting Taiwan road traffic sign training samples are necessary. The sample images
were collected by an image capture software and the sample sources were from the video
captured by the dashboard camera. The videos were downloaded from YouTube and
self-captured. To speed up the system process, a method to limit the detection area
is proposed in the system. From 12 testing videos, the road traffic sign positions were
recorded and the road traffic signs were not located in some area on the testing videos.
Those areas would be ignored when detecting the targets. The system is combined with
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Figure 1. Training steps of road traffic sign detection classifier

Figure 2. Training steps of road traffic sign detection identifier with
GoogLeNet architecture
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Figure 3. System process: (a) normalize the ROIs which detected by Fast
Detection Classifier, (b) save ROIs in temp storage, (c)identify the ROIs
and output results
road traffic sign detection and identification. As shown in Figure 3, firstly, with the
feature of Haar-like with AdaBoost, through the brightness of the images, the target in
input image or video can be detected quickly. After targets detected, the detected images
would be transferred to the road traffic sign identification classifier which was built with
TensorFlow library
4.1. Experiment and Result. The experimental operating system is under Ubuntu
16.04 64-bit. In terms of hardware, the processor is Intel i7-3770@3.40GHZ x 8, and the
memory is DDR3.24GB. The development tools include Python v3.5.2, OpenCV v3.4.0,
NumPy v1.13.3 and TensorFlow v1.4.1 suites. To evaluate and measure the performance
in the road traffic sign identification system, the Precision and Recall definitions in the
field of information retrieval were used to evaluate the performance of detection and
identification results. As the formula (1), precision is defined to represent the proportion
of all the correct information retrieved.
As the formula (2), recall is defined to represent the percentage of all the correct information. True positive (TP) refers to the positive targets which were correctly detected
or identified by the classifier. False positive (FP) refers to the negative targets and were
incorrectly detected or identified as positive by the classifier. True negative (TN) refers
to the negative targets which were correctly detected or identified by the classifier.
P recision =

TP
× 100
TP + FP

(1)

TP
× 100
(2)
TP + TN
The positive and negative sample images are collected from 34 different road videos
which were downloaded in YouTube and self-captured. There are a total of 25 types
of road traffic signs that can be classified by the road traffic sign identification system
proposed in this paper. There are 17 types of warning signs, and there are 8 kinds of
the prohibitive signs, and the road traffic signs to be recognized are as Figure 4. To
Re call =
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Figure 4. Recognition road traffic sign types
analyze and define the areas which road traffic signs usually appeared, those 10 testing
videos were captured in different roads, for example, Hualien area, Taitung, etc. and
the analyzed result shown as Table 1. The calculated result of 10 testing videos is as
Figure 5(a) and 12 areas shown as Figure 5(b). After evaluating the limited detection
area by comparing the time consumed only through road traffic sign detection classifier
with through both road traffic sign detection and identification classifier, as shown in
Table 2, the average detection time per frame in the detection of the full image with
only road traffic sign detection classifier took 15.63 milliseconds, and after limited the
detection area, the average detection time required for each frame was 11.00 milliseconds,
and each frame could be reduced by 4.63 milliseconds. Under the condition of through
both road traffic sign detection and identification classifier, the detection time of each
frame in the full image was estimated to be 88.96 milliseconds, and after the detection
area was limited, the average detection time per frame consumed 83.07 milliseconds, and
each frame could be reduced 5.89 milliseconds
After evaluating the average precision and recall of road traffic sign detection with
full detection area and limited detection area, the result shows as Table 3. The average
precision of full detection area is 80.97 and with limited detection area is 86.36. The
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Table 1. Position distribution table of road traffic sign in Taiwan

Figure 5. Road traffic sign position: (a) analyzed road traffic sign location
ratio, (b) 12 areas in the frame
average precision improves 5.39 after limited the detection area. The average recall of
full detection area is 62.20, and with limited detection area is 62.47. The average recall
reduces 0.27 after limited the detection area. The average precision and recall of both
road traffic sign detection and identification are shown as Table4. The average precision of
full detection area is 97.47 and with limited detection area is 98.01. The average precision
improves 0.54 after limited the detection area. The average recall of full detection area
is 53.66, and with limited detection area is 53.85. The average recall improves 0.19 after
limited the detection area.
Comparing Table 3 and Table 4, the average precision improves after road traffic sign
identification, due to the incorrect road traffic sign images being filtered out. The filtered
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Table 2. The time impact of limited detection area

Figure 6. The incorrect road traffic sign image filtered result: (a) through
road traffic sign detection, (b) after road traffic sign identification
result is shown as Figure 6. The frame was detected by road traffic sign detection, and
there were two detected images as Figure 6(a). After road traffic sign identification,
the incorrect image in the middle of the frame was filtered out and the road traffic sign
identification result also displayed on frame as Figure 6(b) and the identification results
are shown as Figure 7.
To integrate the road traffic sign detection with the identification functions, transferring
images between OpenCV library and TensorFlow becomes very important. There are two
methods to transfer detected road traffic sign images to identification function. One
is to save the images detected by Haar Cascade method into temp folder then transfer
to the identification classifier trained with TensorFlow, and the other is to transfer the
images detected by Haar Cascade with array method to identification classifier trained
with TensorFlow. As shown in Table 5, the average FPS is 7.56 if transferring with
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Table 3. Average precision and recall of comparing with full area and
limited detection area for only road traffic sign detection

Figure 7. Recognition result: the left image shows the result of “speed
limited 60” and the right image shows the result of “right falling rocks”
saved detected image, and if transferring the detected image with array, the FPS is 11.24.
Compare the FPS with above two methods, and the average FPS can be improved 3.68
after replacing the saved image with array.
5. Conclusions. In this work, after limited detection area, the ROIs of possible road
traffic signs would be quickly detected from the input images, and those ROIs would be
transmitted using the image array method to the classifier which was trained by CNNs
for identifying the road traffic sign types. The classifier which was trained by Haarlike feature and AdaBoost could quickly identify the features of the road traffic sign
based on the difference of lightness and darkness. The classifier which was trained with
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Table 4. Average precision and recall of comparing with full area and
limited detection area for road traffic sign detection and identification

GoogLeNet network architecture by TensorFlow library could accurately identify the road
traffic sign type. Besides, after the experiments, the average precision can be improved
0.54%. In addition to the methods proposed above, this paper also proposes to define the
classifier into two categories according to the property of the road traffic signs. The two
categories are the warning sign and the prohibition sign. The signs in two categories can
be detected and identified parallelly in the system. At the same time, it is hoped that the
sound module can be added into the system and alert the driver of the traffic information
around the environment by sound in the future.
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